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Introduction
Intelligent on-line monitoringof ICUpatients requires mechanisms
to detect and interpret significant patterns in the
flood of recorded data. Manymonitoring methods have been proposed, ranging from simple surveillance of
thresholds to complexreasoning about and forecasting of the patient’s behaviour based on computationalmodelsof
the humanorganism.
Fromthe manycomponentsthat constitute a comprehensiveintelligent monitor we focus on two the combinationof
which results in a workable device capable of mappingcollected data onto physiological and pathophysiological
states. Theyare arranged as stages and form the kernel of a bigger, still evolving systemcalled DIAMoN-1,
whichis
dedicatedto the on-line interpretation of patients" status.
Stage one, whichhas also been moregenerally described as pre-processing in [7], deals with the transformation of
incomingdata streams into a sequenceof events. In this paper wefocus on a special issue of temporal abstraction:
the detection of fuzzy trends. The event of detection is reported to stage two, a fuzzified deterministic automaton
capable of assigning diagnoses to sequencesof fuzzy events.
For the purposeof evaluation, ICUdata of an eight monthold female suffering from adult respiratory distress syndrome(ARDS)was distributed to the symposiumparticipants. The data set contains continuous heart rates, blood
pressures, Oz saturation values, and ventilator settings sampledover a 12-hourperiod. In addition, discontinuous
data from laboratory tests and the flowsheet wasprovided. In applying DIAMoN-1
to the presented case we chose to
concentrate on the events centred around hand bagging sessions where the modeof ventilation was changed from
continuous mandatoryventilation (CMV)to hand bagging, accompaniedby a temporary increase in the fraction
inspired oxygen(FIOz)from 0.5 to 1 and the delivery of Ventolin.
Stage One: Trend Detection
For reasons of abstraction and subsequentsymbolicprocessing, quantitative data is often transformedinto qualitative terms or symbolssuch as high, low, or normal. This classification process can be implementedin manyways,
e.g., throughinterval assignment,probabilistic or fuzzy classifiers. Trenddetection resemblesthis process in principle, the maindifference being that terms are extendedby a temporal dimensioncovering the course of a parameter
over time.
In DIAMON-1,
the concept of a trend is designed to modelimprecise notions of courses such as "Oz saturation slowly rising within the last ten minutes"naturally, andits trend detection is basedon fuzzy classification [3] rather than
statistical methods.A fuzzy trend "~ is defined as a fuzzy relation in the time-value space where~(ti, vi) denotes
the degree of membershipor membershipgrade of a pair (ti, vi) in ~. The degree of match of 2 with a series
< (t, vi) > of time-stamped
valuesrelative to a time of onset to is then definedas rffm. I.t~(ti - to, vl).
I

Table 1 defines a numberof trends considered to be relevant to the presented monitoring case. Dueto the lack of
continuous arterial 02 partial pressures, oxygenationis judged by arterial Oz saturation (SaO2). Numberspresent
thresholds for full compliance(membershipgrade equals one), while numbersin parentheses indicate the bounds
beyondwhichmembershipgrades are defined to be zero.
A trend maybe better characterised by its parameter’s first derivative than by its absolute course. Reasoningabout
derivatives of non-continuousfunctions, however,is nontrivial and not addressed here. For a more comprehensive
specification of fuzzy trends and correspondingtrend detection see [8].
For the detection of longer-termtrends (morethan approximately10 data items) it maybe advisable to pass the collected data through a movingaverage filter to compensatefor short-term deviations from the course. In that case it
is also meaningfulto provide somekind of early warningmechanism,as it maynot be affordable to hold back notification until the wholetrend has been seen. Trenddetection of DIAMON-1
is therefore enhancedby a previewmechanismindicating developingtrends, whichis presented in [8].
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Table 1- Definition of trends
TREND

DEFINITION

DEPICTION

adequate oxygenation

SaO2 above 97%(93%) for 5 minutes

~l

-

-

SaO2 between 90% and 93% (87%
and 97%) for 2 minutes

-P

100%
93%

-5 min

hypoxemia

-

-

0

1

7%
i

-2’ min’0
2high FIO
low
2 FIO
rapidly improving
oxygenation

slowly decreasing
oxygenation

FIO2 above60%for 30 seconds
FIO2 below60%for 30 seconds

trivial
trivial

SaO2 increasing from 87-95%
(85-99%) to 97-100% (93-100%)
within 30-90 seconds (5-120
seconds)

~’-’’’~
,fl/~__-~]-A
~V
, , ......
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-2 min

SaOz above 96%(91%) steady
decreasing to 94%(89%) within
minutes

,
0
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93%
v87%

,°00%

1
-25 min

0

89o?4 ’/o

Figure 1 depicts the results of trend detection applied to the provided data sample. In each frame, the upper half displays SaO2 in a range of 80-100%, while the lower half depicts the concurrent degree of match (ranging from 0-1)
with the respective trend. SaO2 of adequate oxygenation, hypoxemia, and slowly decreasing oxygenation was
smoothened by a moving average filter of two, one, and five minutes, respectively. All output was generated by
DIAMON1; the trends on FIO2 were regarded trivial and hence omitted.
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Figure 1: Trend detection applied to SaO2 (in part filtered through movingaverage), 12-hour period
The example demonstrates the sensitivity of the proposed method: all sudden increases in SaO2 were correctly
identified. Also note the smootheningeffect of the trend detection itself: the longer the trend to be detected is, the
less volatile is the curve indicating the degree of match. However,trend detection merely increases the total amount
of information presented--a clearer picture of the case is not yet provided.
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Stage Two: Event Interpretation
Whilethe detection of a trend itself maynot be of very high diagnostic value, it can trigger the transition fromone
(physiological or pathophysiological)state to another. Sucha state maythen be associated with a diagnostic interpretation taking not only the current condition of the patient, but also her/his history into account. In somecases,
these state-space trajectories are evenindispensableto arrive at the correct diagnosis(cf. [1, 9]).
Aneligible frameworkof states and transitions is provided by one of the classical formalismsof theoretic computer
sciences: automatatheory. Deterministic finite automata are capable of analysing sequences of events or symbols
formingso-called regular expressions. If an automatonis designedas a modelof the system under observation, then
its current state reflects the actual status of that system. Applied to patient monitoring, an automatoncan model
possible courses and complicationsof a disease, allowing to follow the patient on an abstract level. Followingsuch
an automatonis defined in an exemplaryfashion.
In the presented ICUcase wefocus on the states and transitions related to the changeof modeof ventilation from
CMV
to hand bagging and vice versa. The expected effect of hand bagging along with delivery of pure oxygenis an
immediateincrease in oxygenationreflected in a rise of SaO2 to values close to 100%.In addition, if manuallyexerted higher pressures and the effects of Ventolin helped in recruiting occludedalveolar spaces, a persistent improvementin oxygenation maybe expected.
Tables 2 and 3 present the states and transitions used to obtain the results presented in Fig. 3. Figure 2 graphically
depicts the providedtransitions in a state transition diagram.
Table2: Definition of states under consideration
INTERPRETATION
(DIAGNOSIS)
STATE
initial state, systemwarmup, undecided
start
normal

oxygenation
is satisfactory withoutadditional effort suchas increasedFIO
2
oxygenationis too low and should be improved

hypoxic
responding
to high FIO
2

high FIO
2 has affected oxygenationpositively
high FIO
2 doesnot havethe desiredeffect

not
2 respondingto high FIO
improvedafter handbagging
not improvedafter handbagging

handbagginghas persistently improvedoxygenation
handbaggingshowsno satisfactory effect

Figure2: State transition diagramof the automaton
The automatonemployedis a fuzzified version described in [7]. It is best characterised as the superposition of a
fuzzy and a crisp automatonmaintaininga current state (called active) as well as a set of gradually satisfied states.
It transitions on fuzzy events, fuzzy sets associating a degree with every event of the automaton’sinput alphabet.
To obtain fuzzy events, the trends and the degrees to whichthey have been detected in stage one are comprisedin
one fuzzy set.
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Table 3: Definition of transitions
EVENTS

FROM STATE

ON

TO STATE

start

adequate oxygenation

normal

hypoxemia

hypoxic

normal

hypoxemia

hypoxic

hypoxic

low FIO2 A adequate oxygenation
high FIO2 A rapidly improving oxygenation

normal
2responding to high FIO
not responding
to high FIO
2

responding
to high FIO
2

high FIO2 A hypoxemia
low FIO2 A slowly decreasing oxygenation

not improved after hand bagging

not responding
to high FIO
2

low FIO2 A hypoxemia
low FIO2 A hypoxemia

improved after hand bagging

high FIO2 A adequate oxygenation
adequate oxygenation
hypoxemia

responding
to high FIO
2
normal
hypoxic

hypoxemia

hypoxic

not improved after hand bagging
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Figure3: Distributionof states over time
Figure 3 comprises definite and vague statements in one diagram:note that there is always one (active) state with
membershipgrade of 1, which is a consequenceof the automaton"waiting" for afull transition to a successor state
being triggered by sufficient evidence; on the other hand, candidate successors mayshow rising membershipgrades
reflecting a change in the patient’s condition. This models humandecision makingnaturally: once a decision has
been made,it is usually pursuedrather uncritically until there is sufficient evidence for another to be favoured.

Discussion
Employingautomata for sequence interpretation implements implicit memoryavoiding expensive history look-ups
as described in [9]. However,the expressiveness of automatais practically limited, particularly whencomplexinterrelations are to be expressed. This drawbackwill be alleviated in the future by allowing to cascade automata,
thereby introducing an automatahierarchy implementingarbitrary levels of abstraction and parallelism.
Unlike Shahar’s approachto temporal abstraction [4], DIAMON-1
can only abstract data to predefined trends. It is
not equippedto actively create its ownabstractions comprising data from several disjoint intervals. Its automaton
can, however, assign interpretations to sequences of trends provided that respective states and transitions have been
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specified. Corrective consideration of delayed data, although possible in principle, presents severe problemsto
time-constrainedon-line monitoringprocesses and is not accountedfor.
Haimowitz"TrenD
x [2] uses so-called trend templates to define and detect trends in series of time-stampeddata. A
trend template is a collection of temporal intervals each of whichconstrains a numberof parameters. The temporal
intervals can be of indeterminate length, the boundsare then related to other intervals or landmarkpoints through
temporalconstraints.
Trends are detected by assigning time-stampeddata to suitable intervals. For this purpose, TrenD
x recursively generates and prunes hypotheses, instantiations of trend templates whoseintervals are adapted to fit the data’s times
and values.
Although a direct comparisonof TrenD
is difficult, fuzzy trends of DIAMON-1
find their counterx with DIAMoN-1
parts in the intervals of TrenD
while
the
automaton
best
corresponds
to
the
trend
template.
The
fundamentaldifx,
ference betweenthe two arises from the initial approachtaken: TrenD
is
based
on
the
verbal
description
of trends
x
as uttered by experts, while DIAMON-1
mimicsa visual pattern recognition process and therefore uses graphical
representations of trends. However,unlike manyother AI systems modelled after verbal problem descriptions,
TrenD
x is not rule-based; instead, it classifies data streams through a set of constraints. In that it resembles
DIAMON-1
in principle.
While TrenD
x maybe superior in its capability to detect complextrends involving different phases of variable
length, DIAMON-I
"S strengths are intuitive trend definition as well as detection of trends en passent, i.e., starting at
any time in the input data stream. TrenD
x could certainly benefit from softening its hard constraints, for exampleby
introducing probability distributions or fuzzy sets. DIAMON-1
in turn wouldprofit from explicitly and separately
maintainingalternative hypothesesinstead of tracking themall with one automaton.
Sittig et al. have workedon the detection of trends using Kalmanfiltering and linear regression [5, 6]. However,
based on statistical modelsof the problemdomainthese approacheslead to results with an entirely different meaning [3]. DYNASCENE
[1], an earlier project in whichKalmanfiltering was planned to be integrated, also implemented states called clinical "scenes". It is D~AMON-1
"S mostdirect competitor, however,it wasnot pursuedfurther.

Conclusion
DIAMON-I
was presented as a two-stage approach to diagnostic monitoring. However,this structuring is not imperative, as in- and output of both stages is general enoughto allow for easy integration of additional levels. Eventually, DIAMON-1
will evolve into an ontology the constituents of which maybe arranged individually to meet
problem-specific requirementsrather than one general design consideration.
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